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VAN I
THE COMPACT ONE
Gross vehicle weight kg

With boundless passion, we at KNAUS have been creating unforgettable
holiday moments since 1960. Backed by our experience and the courage to
blaze new trails, we combine the familiar with the new. For our production, we
rely on Lower Bavarian craftsmanship, and when developing new vehicles, we
employ cutting-edge design and production technologies. This combination
of proven principles and innovative ideas makes us one of the industry’s most
successful brands. And the #Number 1 for our customers.

3,500

Length cm (min/max)

596 / 700

Width cm (ext/int)

220 / 205

Height cm (ext/int)

276 / 196

Maximal payload capacity kg

630 - 800

Cabin door (standard)STYLE
Cabin door (optional)

4-5
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KEY MOTORHOMES
Notes on original KNAUS components and further online information can be found with the following symbols:
Video available
youtube.knaus.com

100 % KNAUS

BED VARIANTS

360° image available
www.knaus.com

MODEL SERIES CODES*

Sleeping places

Single beds

Seats with belts

Transverse bed

less than 3.5 t

VAN I LAYOUTS

Queen-sized bed

Seating Area

Bed

L

L seating area

Q

Transverse bed front/rear

Variants

D

Dinette

X

Queen-sized bed

M Single seat

E

Single beds

G

Garage

VAN I 550 MD

VAN I 600 MG

VAN I 650 MEG

Lifting bed
Guest bed

* 2-division (front/rear) / 3-division (front/rear/garage)
All information partly includes special features, which are available at additional cost.

Layouts photographed in this catalogue: 550 MD, 600 MG, 650 MEG

KNAUS MODEL OVERVIEW

L!VE I

NEW
from page 54

THE STRIKING ONE

SUN I
THE EXCLUSIVE ONE

Gross vehicle weight kg3.500

Gross vehicle weight kg

Length cm (min/max)

699 / 753

Length cm (min/max)

744 / 882

Width cm (ext/int)

232 / 218

Width cm (ext/int)

234 / 218

Height cm (ext/int)

279 / 200

Height cm (ext/int)

294 / 200

Maximal payload capacity kg

415 - 570

Maximal payload capacity kg

650 - 950

4.000 - 5.000

Cabin door (standard)KOMFORT

Cabin door (standard)EXKLUSIV

Cabin door (optional)PREMIUM / EXKLUSIV

Cabin door (optional)
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L!VE I LAYOUTS

L!VE I 650 MEG
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SUN I LAYOUTS

L!VE I 700 MEG

SUN I 700 LEG

SUN I 900 LEG

Layouts photographed in this catalogue: 650 MEG, 700 MEG
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SUN I 700 LX

SUN I 900 LX

Layouts photographed in this catalogue: 700 LEG, 700 LX, 900 LEG, 900 LX

KNAUS COMPANY HISTORY & IDEA FACTORY
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FROM IDEA
TO KNAUS
Turning a good idea into a really good vehicle involves several steps.
We take each one with our sights set firmly on the goal of designing
vehicles with which you can spend the best time of your life.

3. Production
All tests passed? Then we can start with series production
now. Our main production and development site is located
in Jandelsbrunn in Lower Bavaria. In Mottgers in Hesse
and in Nagyoroszi in Hungary there are two other ultramodern production sites. To ensure optimum conditions,
we continuously invest in our sites and above all in our
more than 2,900 employees throughout the group many
of whom have been with us for 30 years and more.

1. Design
4. Satisfied customers

Who is our target group for our new motorhome?
We define the vehicle set-up and equipment that
would best suit your needs. We develop various
layouts and craft the future design.

Whether at your local dealer or directly
from the factory: we like you to feel
comfortable in your new vehicle from
the very first moment. That's why our
experts give you a comprehensive onsite instruction when you pick up your
vehicle from the factory.

2. Prototype and testing phase
HOW WE BECAME WHO WE ARE
From a caravan production plant in Lower Franconia to one of the leading brands in the industry: In 1961, company founder Helmut Knaus sets new benchmarks
with his first caravan, the legendary “Schwalbennest”. From that point on, the logo depicting a pair of swallows is inseparably linked with the world’s most
wonderful holiday pursuit.
1960 Helmut Knaus founds KNAUS in the
Franconian town of Marktbreit.
1961 The KNAUS Schwalbennest is introduced –
compact, comfortable and light.
1962 An icon is born. The KNAUS SÜDWIND makes
its début.
1970 A new era begins: Our main factory in
Jandelsbrunn is established.
1973 In recognition of his courage and pioneering
spirit, Helmut Knaus is awarded the Federal Cross
of Merit.

1988 The TRAVELLER becomes the first KNAUS
motorhome and Promobil magazine’s “Motorhome
of the Year”.
1996 With the Travel-Liner, we now have integrated
motorhomes in our range.
2004 The SUN TI with its large panoramic roof
captures the hearts of holidaymakers everywhere.
2005 A genuine success story begins. Finally, there
is a camper van in KNAUS quality.
2015 We celebrate our return to the liner segment
in impressive style with the SUN I.

2016 We revolutionise an entire industry. THE
MISSION is the road to the future.

The idea takes on perceptible forms for
the first time. With the construction of
the prototype, we can put our ideas to the
test in reality and analyse them precisely.
In order to meet our quality standards,
the prototype must pass numerous tests.

2017 The CUV generation begins. The BOXDRIVE
built on the VW Crafter is the first caravanning
utility vehicle, a completely new vehicle category.
2018 The VAN TI PLUS has what belongs
together: KNAUS has built the first motorhome
on MAN TGE.
2019 The L!VE I positions itself between semi-integrated motorhomes with a lifting bed and fully integrated
motorhomes, becoming the face of a new class.
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Take advantage of the attractive benefits of the mein.KNAUS
customer club! With your free membership you will receive the
exclusive my.KNAUS card which guarantees you numerous
immediate discounts with over 7,000 partners as well as access
to the trade fair customer area. You can find more information
on page 100 or register directly at mein.knaus.com

KNAUS MISSIONTEC

THE FUTURE
STARTS NOW

FIBREFRAME

Patented frame technology.
We have developed a self-supporting
frame with which furniture is truly just
furniture and no longer stabilising
elements. That opens entirely new
possibilities and unimagined flexibility
in the layout and room design.

THE MISSION is the quest, the obstacles, the courage and the aim to
revolutionize the future of the leisure vehicle industry. With the TRAVELINO we
have taken a big step into the future. It has shown us what is possible in terms
of lightness, flexibility and sustainability and has paved the way for the new
development of the DESEO. Our innovative technologies are to be consistently
further developed until we have revolutionized each of our model series and
can proudly say so: MISSION fulfilled.

LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIALS

THE MISSION
Our mission: A revolution. For the caravan of the
future, we are taking a completely new path. The
direction is clear: Consistent lightweight construction
for a 4-passenger caravan with an unladen weight
of 750 kilograms. There has never been anything like
this before. We have analysed, tested, developed and
researched. Until the symbiosis of revolutionary body
technology and pioneering materials has enabled us
to reach the first milestone: the series production of
the KNAUS TRAVELINO.

Unique lightweight. The total
is more than just a sum of its
parts. This applies in particular
to our lightweight construction
caravans. It was only through
the skilful combination of all our
revolutionary technologies and the
courage to break new ground that
we were able to realise our vision of
the efficient caravan of the future:
this is UltraLight!

CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY

POWERAXLE
Chassis technology that is light as a feather.
With 35 % less weight than a comparable
conventional chassis, our PowerAxle takes a
significant step towards hybrid and e-mobility
caravanning. As a consistent further
development, the new VARIO X chassis in the
SPORT&FUN BLACK SELECTION marks the next
step in chassis development. Thanks to its bionic
shape, it combines uncompromising lightweight
construction with outstanding stability and load
capacity with optimum handling.

Ultrasonic speed – even on the
inside. With the RevolutionCube
technology *, we employ EPP,
thereby using an entirely new
material. Extremely lightweight
and durable. Moreover, using
ultrasonic technology, so-called
KALTSCHMELZ® dowels are
permanently connected with
the lightweight construction
carrying material.

* The connection technology is based on the patented WoodWelding® technology developed by WoodWelding SA, and
is sub-licensed by Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG.
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KNAUS VEHICLE STRUCTURE

OPTIMUM TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
TIME OF THE YEAR
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1. DURABLE TVT STRUCTURE 3
Functional sandwich construction made of aluminium and
insulating materials (XPS or EPS) with polyurethane plastic
reinforcements and fully bonded structure make the whole
structure of the vehicle more stable, more resistant to decay,
and more durable. This is what Top Value Technology - in short:
TVT represents.

2. ROBUST HIGH-STRENGTH
GRP ROOF 1
Not all GRP is the same. Resistance depends on how high
the glass content is. For maximum protection against
hailstorms, we decided on the high-strength variant with a
fibreglass content that is almost three times greater than
that of standard GRP.
6

2
1

3. EXCELLENT GRP UNDERBODY 2
We install a thick, tough GRP layer in order to best protect the
underbody against weather, impacts from stones, or similar.

4. INSULATING DOUBLE FLOOR 2
Our double floor ensures cosy warmth due to double-layer
insulation even in the coldest outside temperatures. Water
and heating pipes are installed such that they are protected
against frost and damage.

5. ALKO TANDEM DEEP
FRAME CHASSIS 2

5

The low centre of gravity and the particularly torsionresistant chassis ensure exceptional driving and comfort
features as well as maximum safety when driving. An
additional benefit is that the low chassis height provides
more room to stand and more loading volume even with
compact dimensions.

4

3

6. LEAK-PROOFNESS GUARANTEE 1
For all our leisure vehicles, we offer you a 10-year leakproofness guarantee on the body manufactured by us as well
as a 24-month guarantee from your KNAUS partner within
the framework of our guarantee conditions valid at the time
of vehicle delivery.
1

L oad ing option
for skiers

Across all series

2

Dependent on model

3

Optional

KNAUS VEHICLE STRUCTURE

A luminum S h
PU-Strips

Exclusive to SUN I: Our especially high-quality
and durable TVT+ structure

A luminum S h

eet
1. DURABLE TVT+ STRUCTURE 2

What is one of the most important aspects in designing a motorhome? That,
regardless of the weather, you can have fun on holiday with it. That should
also last many, many years. For this reason, we developed aluminium-XPSaluminium structures and christened it Top Value Technology+.

Textile

XPS

This is bodywork technology at a purely
luxurious level: An outer shell made
of highly-resistant aluminium sheets,
quality XPS insulation between them,
and aluminium sheet on the inside with
a textile wall covering. This doublewall structure increases the torsion
resistance of the structure, and therefore
ensures maximum durability. The
aluminium sheet on the inside ideally
collects and dissipates the heat in your
SUN I, providing a uniquely pleasing
atmosphere. The TVT+ structure also
provides benefits regarding safety.
Despite the GRP roof, the aluminium
interior wall creates a Faraday cage that
provides optimal protection even in
heavy storms.

2. EXCELLENT
INSULATION EFFECT 2

1

4

eet
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The aluminium and XPS combination is
the best that can be used for the outer
shell of a motorhome. It is therefore no
surprise that the side wall is comparable
to a typical house wall with regard to
its insulating effect. Your benefit: Lower
gas consumption in winter and ideal
protection from heat in summer.

3

3. TEXTILE WALL COVERING 2
2

The textile wall covering does not just
create a homely atmosphere with its
pleasant and soft surface, but it also
improves the acoustics and heat storage.

4. OPTIMAL PROTECTION
AGAINST DECAY 2
Coated aluminium and hydrophobic XPS
insulation together make a side wall that
is resistant to decay, and it also ensures
a long vehicle life due to age-resistant
materials and high torsion resistance.
1
2

Across all series
Dependent on model

3

Optional

KNAUS EXTERIOR QUALITY

A thoroughly well-designed concept
for your holiday enjoyment
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1. SEWER VALVE CAMERA 3 & ELECTR. DRAIN VALVE 1

An excellent motorhome is the combination of innumerable
practical and high-quality details. We have summarised a
few points here for you so that you can see what exactly can
be found in our integrated motorhomes.

The SUN I 3 axles can be optionally equipped with a waste water valve
camera to simplify the positioning of the vehicle over the drain. The
standard electric drain valve can be conveniently operated from the cab.

2. PRACTICAL FRONT BLIND 3
Whether a pleated blind or an insulating shutter. Whether electric
or manual. Thanks to the practical front blind, curious glances, cold
weather, and the glare of the sun all remain outside if required.

1

3. AIR DUCTS DRIVER’S CAB HEATING 1
The front section of the dashboard is heated in a targeted manner
in all integrated KNAUS vehicles. This does not just prevent misted
windows, but the insulated porch area also works in a similar manner
to an area heating system. This means that the same pleasant atmosphere in the vehicle also applies to the driver’s cab.

4. EFFECTIVE VEHICLE INSULATION 1
Optimal comfort regarding noise when driving, ideal insulation
when still. We use a special high-tech material in areas that are
particularly heavily used, such as the wheelhouse and the engine
compartment: Expanded propylene. This material has exceptional
noise and heat insulation properties as well as being extremely
resistant against mechanical effects.

2

7

3

5. PRACTICAL DOUBLE FLOOR 2
Alongside the benefits with regard to insulation, the double floor has
a practical advantage too. It also serves as a loading option for bulky
objects such as skis or camping furniture, as well as several storage
compartments for smaller utensils. A particular highlight: The storage
space beneath the bench is easily accessible from both the inside and
the outside.

6

5

6. COMFORTABLE GAS BOTTLE PULL-OUT 2,3

4

For a particularly easy access and even faster exchange of the gas
bottles, we install a special pullout. This pullout is suitable for holding two
11-kg gas bottles and can be easily pulled out and secured on the inside.

7. QUALITY VEHICLE GRAPHICS 1
Timeless design means nothing if the vehicle starts looking old after
only a few years. For this reason we only use quality products from
renowned suppliers, such as 3M, Avery, and Oracal.
1
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Across all series

2

Dependent on model

3

Optional

KNAUS SAVETY
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NEW

Travel without worries,
arrive safely, relax and enjoy

1. BLIND SPOT WARNER 3

When furnishing our motorhomes, we place great store on
a high degree of safety and maximum ease of use. From
specially developed windscreen wipers to particularly safe
body doors to practical single-handed operation.

Our Blind Spot Warner helps you keep track of side and rear traffic. The
system gives you the necessary all-round view not only while driving
but also when maneuvering. Pure safety!

2. HIGHEST SAFETY 1, 2, 3

2

The modern internal key system 1 slides smoothly into the lock and,
due to its straight surface, it does not easily get entangled in clothing.
So that you don’t have to individually unlock and lock each and every
flap, we optionally install a convenient central locking system 2, 3 for the
flaps and doors of the vehicle body. Everything is thereby secured at
the touch of a button. The optional alarm system ensures even more
protection.

3. BEST PERSPECTIVES 1
Our large panorama windscreens in combination with the perfectly
adjustable GRAMMER seats and the large side windows grant the
greatest possible view looking upwards, downwards, and to the sides.
We do not install any universal solutions with regard to our windscreen
wipers, but use systems that are ideally adapted to the curvature of the
windscreen to provide optimal performance. And finally, our windscreen
heater effectively prevents misted windows. Put in short: more active
safety for you by having an ideal view and optimal visibility.

1

4. METAL LOCKS IN BODY DOOR 1

5
6

3
4

So you can sleep soundly at night, we install solid high-tensile steel closing
elements in our body doors so that you and your loved ones can enjoy
a relaxed holiday.

5. DOORS WITH SINGLE-HANDED OPERATION 1
Locked several times over, yet can still be operated with just one hand.
We do not use fiddly twist-action locks, but aim to provide maximum
convenience instead. In addition, the double seal ensures that driving
rain and strong winds do not have an effect on your holiday experience.

NEW

6. VELOCATE GPS TRACKER 3
If the worst comes to the worst, Velocate's optional GPS tracking system
provides you with optimal protection. The tracking system requires very
little power and can transmit for up to three months independently.
Thanks to app control, it is particularly easy to operate. AGPS ensures
particularly fast location determination and a sensitive GPS antenna
provides the best reception for tracking even in difficult environments.
1

Across all series

2

Dependent on model

3

Optional
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NEW

Sit down on one of our comfortable
luxury GRAMMER seats

With our five different motorhome cabin doors, the possibilities are
endless. In order to keep unwanted downpours and other forms of
inclement weather outside, all KNAUS cabin doors are equipped with a
weather-resistant double seal. The variants KOMFORT, PREMIUM and
EXKLUSIV are also equipped with an automotive, noiseless locking system
and, depending on the layout, also available in an oversized version.

1

KNAUS CABIN DOORS & SEATING COMFORT

A good trip should include a relaxed arrival. So that – even after driving hundreds of
kilometres – you arrive refreshed and feeling good, we install the excellent GRAMMER seats
either as a standard feature or an optional extra in our fully integrated vehicles, depending
on the model. The optional SUPER LUXURY-variant ensures even more comfort.
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SUPERLUXURY LUXURY

SEAT FEATURES
Longitudinal adjustment (200 mm)
Backrest angle adjustment
Seat angle adjustment (-6° bis +10°)
Seat cushion depth adjustment
Active seat climate control with ventilation (single-stage)
Integrated 3-point restraining device

EQUIPMENT

1. STYLE

2. STYLE PLUS 3. KOMFORT 4. PREMIUM 5. EXKLUSIV

Driving rain seal (double seal)

Belt tightener
Material cover for living space
Backrest release on the tunnel side

With windows incl. darkening

--

--

Automotive locking system

--

Multiple locking

--

Concealed hinges

--

--

--

2 coat hooks

fix

fix

hinged

Multifunctional storage bag

--

--

--

10 mm increments with automatic weight adjust-

--

ment and spring system)

Adjustable, folding armrests

--

upholstered (60 mm width)
--

Incl. waste bin

Twist adjustment (with seat trigger)
Mechanical height adjustment (100 mm)
hinged

--

hinged

--

--

Pneumatic height-adjust mechanism (100 mm in
--

Umbrella compartment

--

--

--

Pneumatic damper setting (on 9 levels)

--

Door-stay / opening limiter

--

--

--

Pneumatic lumbar support

--

Central locking system

--

--

--

--

Seat heating (2-step)

--

Coming-home lighting

--

--

--

--

Compressor

--

The standard and optionally available door variants can be found in the range overview beginning on page 5.

Standard equipment

Technical changes reserved

KNAUS SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

Connect, fill, release:
Our ServiceBox covers everything

22 | 23

5

1

A power supply socket here, a drain tap there, and the
fresh water tank somewhere else - supply technology
may appear such in many motorhomes, but not in ours.
The practical KNAUS ServiceBox is installed in every
KNAUS motorhome, and it combines all important
functions and connections in one central location.
For maximum ease of use.

6

8
4

2

3
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UNIQUE SERVICE BOX
1. Fresh water tank filling
2. F
 resh & grey water tank cleaning opening

SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY
When your motorhome should offer the
same comfort as your home, quite a lot of
supply technology is required. In our SUN I
example vehicle this is stored in the double
floor. This has the advantage that the
whole installation is particularly frost-proof
and can be easily serviced via openings in
the floor.

3. Fresh & grey water drain taps
4. C able bushing
To ensure that the cable can be laid neatly, there is a rodent-proof
cable bushing from below into the service box.
E

5. Tank heating
7

6. Power supply socket

D

A. ServiceBox

D. Batteries
E. Gas bottles

7. Frost detector

B
C

B. Fresh water tank
C. Waste water tank

The operation of the water tank’s warm air supply shutter is
possible using one hand.

A

At particularly cold temperatures, the frost detector is activated and drains
water from the water pipes and from the boiler to prevent frost damage.

8. Charging booster for leisure battery
Thanks to the new charging booster, leisure batteries can now be
charged especially quickly and efficiently while the engine is running.

KNAUS SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

Our filter for a clear
holiday pleasure
As beautiful as the destination may be, the view into the fresh water
tank can quickly spoil happyness. Unfortunately, clean water is not taken
for granted everywhere. It's all the more important that you have the
possibility to supply yourself with purified water. The high-performance
filter system from our partner BWT offers the best conditions for this.

24 | 25

NEW
BWT BESTCAMP WATER FILTER
The handy water filter leaves nothing to be desired in terms of hygiene thanks to its ultrafiltration membrane.
Microorganisms are effectively removed from the raw water. This allows hygienically perfect water to be produced
without any chemicals whatsoever. The water filter can be installed in all our leisure vehicles and easily connected.
Top-class technology: thanks to the highly efficient hollow fibre membrane, the water filter achieves an excellent retention
rate for microorganisms > 99.9999 % (log6). The large membrane surface ensures a high throughput and thanks to the
manufacturing from completely food safe materials no unwanted substances get into the water.

water
Contaminated spoil
c an not only also
your taste but ealth
h
en d a n g e r y o u r

Practical application: an 8 mm “John Guest„ plug connection ensures particularly simple, tool-free installation. This also
ensures that the water supply is guaranteed even when no replacement filter is available.
Healthy enjoyment: the water filter system minimises the risk of germs in the water. Especially in high-risk regions, the
filter proves to be a useful tool for prevention and actively contributes to the protection of your health.
This is how easy it is to install & change the filter
1

2

1. We only install the filter when the vehicle is handed over

2. Installation is particularly easy thanks to the plug

so that you can use it for the full period of up to 6 months.

connection and clear markings.

3
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3. The filter can be kept for up to 6 months from the day

4. If no replacement filter is available, the intermediate

of installation. A special button shows the current status.

piece guarantees the further water supply.

(Illustration similar)
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KNAUS SMART CI
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Discover KNAUS smart CI*
The entire technology in your hands
With KNAUS smart CI, the central control of the technical units is
particularly easy and user-friendly. Our control panel with 4.3-inch
capacitive touch screen is the most convenient and easiest way to
centrally control all functions of the vehicle. Like a smartphone, it
can be controlled intuitively by touching the screen.

1
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1. STARTSCREEN OVERVIEW
All important vehicle information can be seen at a
glance. Touching the individual areas takes you to a
more detailed range of adjustment options.

2. MULTI-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL UNIT
Several climate control zones can be controlled
depending on the range of incorporated features.
Select the desired temperature and the automatic
system monitors the heating or the air-conditioning
depending on the situation.

3. FILL DISPLAY OF WATER TANK FILLINGS
6

A

You can see at a glance here what the fill levels of the
tanks in the vehicle really are. In addition, the device
provides an acoustic signal when filling the fresh water
tank is needed.

B
2

4. LIGHT CONTROL IN THE ENTIRE VEHICLE
Centrally controlling the main living area light, the
bathroom light or simultaneously the ambient lighting
in the bedroom? Not a problem at all. The control
panel can be used to ensure that you have the perfect
lighting throughout your KNAUS.

SOPHISTICATED TECHNOLOGY

C

5. DETAILED BATTERY MONITORING

The KNAUS smartCI system has been used
since its introduction in the 2014 SUN TI
and is being constantly re-developed and
improved. From the beginning, two things
were particularly important to us: the system
should be simple to maintain and repair, and
on the other items such as light switches or
the control panel for the heating should still
function even if the smart CI system fails.

Monitor the charge status of your batteries on board.
Further information can be accessed in connection
with a battery sensor (as standard with a body battery.

6. PRACTICAL FRONT BLIND
The settings menu can be used for the optional front
blind to select from predefined options and then select
the desired position at the touch of a button.

A. Control panel

3

B. Digitally networkable
electric junction box
C. Lighting control modules with
8 digital outlets

5

4

Also, that is not remotely all functions that are
covered, you can also manually monitor the heating
and air-conditioning, activate the ALDE booster in the
predefined vehicle areas or check the time, date, or
interior and external temperatures.

* Dependent on model

KNAUS INTERIOR QUALITY

An interior you want to tell everyone
about: our motorhomes offer impressive
levels of comfort and convenience

NEW

1. QUALITY MATERIALS 1

One challenge is to transfer an apartment with
bathroom, bedroom, living area, and kitchen down
into an area that is fit for the road. The other includes
intelligent design solutions, such as dimmable
atmospheric lighting that can turn a living area into
your favourite space.

Quality materials are the basis of maximum durability.
For this reason, we for example install solid castiron grates, scratch-resistant stainless steel wash
basins, quality metal handles, stylish acrylic glass
compartments and much more.

2. HEAD-UP DISPLAY & NAVIGATION
SYSTEM WITH CAMPING SOFTWARE 3

3

1
4

2

formation
For d eta iled in rt in our
on sleep c omfo ase start
le
motorhomes, p2. For the
on pa ge 3 f beds,
o
d ifferent types onwards
see pa ge 34
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The new head-up display uses a transparent screen to
project all key data, such as navigation and speed as
well as traffic-sign recognition information, into the
driver’s field of vision. Drivers don’t have to take their
eyes off the road unnecessarily and can focus better
on what is going on around them. For an even more
stress-free and entertaining journey, the Pioneer
navigation system offers everything you need for
short and long trips. With intuitive multi-touch control,
maps of 44 countries in Europe, a DAB+ receiver, Apple
CarPlay, Android Auto, Parrot Bluetooth hands-free
functionality and optimum sound thanks to the onboard 13-band equalizer, it offers everything you could
expect these days of a multimedia navigation system.
It also comes with 3 years of free map updates.

3. COMFORTABLE DRIVER'S
CABIN DESIGN 1, 2, 3
There is also a spacious storage compartment 2 with
well thought-out shelves located next to the passenger
seat, so that your co-driver has everything which might
be needed while driving at hand. Smartphone, tissues,
sunglasses – everything is easily accessible and well
stowed. And when you finally arrive and want a little
privacy or sun protection, the entire cab can be shielded
from the outside thanks to a practical darkening 1. As an
option, an electric drive 2, 3 ensures lots of comfort.

4. MAGNETIC CATCH 2
The quality magnetic catch means that the door can
be used for various purposes in the open bath, whilst
it also closes gently almost without making a noise.
1

Across all series

2

Dependent on model

3

Optional

KNAUS CABINETRY
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We don’t build castles in the sky; instead we build
furniture that creates a pleasant atmosphere.
The expectations made of the furniture in our camper
vans are very high. They are not just met with pleasing
designs and a great deal of storage space. Durability,
intelligent construction and technology that impresses
for life - those are our measures.

2

1

1. SOLID ALUMINIUM PROFILES 1
The furniture plays an important part in ensuring stability
of the entire structure. That is why we use highly rigid
aluminium profiles with our furniture. These are even more
stable than solid timber profiles, and considerably lighter.

2. ADJUSTABLE SOFT-CLOSE DOORS 1
No thumping, no rattling, no reclosing. The soft-close drawers
close gently and lock automatically.
4

3. SOLID DOWELLING TECHNOLOGY 1

ELABORATE INTEGRATED
FURNITURE 2

Our furniture is joined using elaborate dowelling as standard.
This means we achieve great precision in fitting, as well as a
considerably more stable structure so that your furniture will
still serve you well even after many years.

Air circulation is one of the main
prerequisites for a pleasant,
healthy room environment.

4. SCRATCH-RESISTANT HPL/CPL SURFACES 1

Ceiling cabinets:
They have a particularly sturdy
design and are mounted with
clearance from the walls. As a
result, air can freely circulate
behind the cabinets. Condensation
is therefore prevented in the
cabinets, and your clothing and
goods always remain fresh and dry.
Kitchen block:
All furniture is ventilated such that
the heating can perform its optimal
function. Open rear ventilation
cut-outs ensure perfect circulation
of heated air and provide cosy
warmth in the vehicle.

High pressure laminates are laminates that are specifically
used for heavy loads such as in kitchens. The multi-layer
construction is produced under extremely high pressure, then
sealed with an exceptionally robust surface layer. This makes
our work areas and tabletops particularly scratch-resistant.

5

5. STABLE SOFT-CLOSE
FULL-EXTENSION SLIDES 1
3
We work together with GRASS for our drawers, who
otherwise mainly supply their goods to leading furniture
manufacturers. You’ll notice the difference. Due to the fullextension slide, the drawers slide out so far that they can be
filled or emptied easily right to the very back of the drawer.
They are guided accurately and close quietly - for the life of
the vehicle, and probably also beyond.
1

Across all series

2

Dependent on model

3

Optional

KNAUS SLEEPING COMFORT

OUR FEATURES FOR
YOUR SLEEPING
COMFORT
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4

1. EXCELLENT EVOPORE HRC MATTRESSES 1

5

6

Sweetly falling asleep and waking up relaxed. We give the highest priority
to the design of the sleeping area so that you can always have a relaxed
start into an eventful holiday. Our concept comprises high-quality
materials, well thought-out details and individualisable solutions.

30 % lighter and 40 % less loss of hardness than comparable cold foam
mattresses. No development of 'hollows' even in one-sided use. The
5-zone EvoPore mattresses (1a) not only pamper you with excellent
sleeping comfort, they also impress with exceptional durability. The
High-Resilience-Climate technology ensures that the mattress remains
highly elastic even under demanding climatic conditions. For even more
exclusive sleeping comfort, the optional WaterGel layer is up to 50 mm
thicker. The breathable foam adapts smoothly to the body.
2. HEATABLE MATTRESSES 2, 3
For anyone who tends to shiver quickly, prefers winter holidays
or simply likes to get into a comfortably preheated bed, comfort
mattresses with an electric heating system are optionally available.
Overheating is impossible thanks to the automatic reset function.
3. OPTIMUM SLATTED FRAME 1
The best mattress is only ever as good as its base frame. That
is why we install high-quality slatted frames as standard. The
distance between the individual slats offers optimum stability
and superb ventilation at the same time.
4. BED EXTENSION 2, 3
Of course we want to ensure a maximum sleeping space for you.
Special detail solutions also contribute to this, such as the variable
foot area extension for French beds or the precisely fitting roller
slatted frames and mattress liners for single beds.

7

5. ENTRANCE HEIGHT 1

fittin g,
Our prec isely va ila b le
option a lly a th e
e
sh eets optim ism for t
ly in g c o

1a

Our designers pay attention to creating the bed entrance as easy as
possible in all layout variants. For the extension of the single beds 3, a
stowable ladder provides safe access. Optionally, some beds can also be
installed in a low version 2 (including wardrobe above the foot end).
6. STORAGE SPACE, SOCKETS & LIGHTING 2
Reading a bit more, charging your smartphone overnight and having
your glasses ready to hand. For all of that and more, you'll find
comfortable dimmable lighting, sophisticated storage options and
sockets in the sleeping area.
7. TEXTILE ROOM DIVIDERS 1 & WALL COVERING 1

1b

2

3

ed bed in
Th e q ueen-siz 0 L X c an
th e SUN I 70adjusted to
be electr ic a lly a l room use
ensure optim

Especially with several travel companions and larger families, privacy is
an important factor for a restful night's sleep. This is ensured by textile
room dividers that are easy to pull out and provide pleasant privacy.
Thanks to the soft-touch wall panelling, the sleeping area becomes
particularly comfortable.
1

Across all series

2

Depending on the model

3

Optional

KNAUS BED VARIANTS

Wonderful diversity:
Discover our bed variants
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TRANSVERSE BED

One of the most important questions for relaxed travel: How
do you like to feather your nest? Do you prefer large single
beds or is sleeping across more your style? Whichever type
of bed you choose, you can always look forward to the
outstanding KNAUS sleeping comfort.
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Perfectly constructed for those who like
to have a lie-in. The use of the vehicle’s
entire width for the sleeping area has two
advantages: On the one hand, you will receive
a particularly spacious sleeping area. On the
other hand, the room is used efficiently and a
great feeling of space is created.
Layouts: VAN I 550 MD, 600 MG

QUEEN-SIZED BED

At the heart of recuperation. The queensized bed is particularly comfortable and can
be accessed from either side. There is also a
large wardrobe on each side of the bed. The
SUN I 700 LX's electric sliding bed actuation
system ensures efficient use of space by
reducing the size of the bed when it is not in
use, thereby making the room bigger.
Layouts: SUN I 700 LX, 900 LX

203 x 85 cm
203 x 85 cm

LIFTING BED

Lower with ease. For a second separate
sleeping area, the lifting bed can be easily
lowered to a particularly low setting. Getting
up there is comfortable and even possible
without the use of a ladder. When the bed is
raised, there is a comfortable standing height.
Layouts: VAN I 500 MD, 600 MG, 650 MEG,
L!VE I 650 MEG, 700 MEG, SUN I 700 LEG, 700
LX, 900 LEG, 900 LX

SINGLE BEDS SUN I 900 LEG

SINGLE BEDS

Spacious. In the single beds, you have
exceptionally much space to relax and unwind.

GUEST BED

Variable and comfortable. The dinette can be
transformed into an extra sleeping place by just a

Due to the optionally available extension, the

few easy steps. The stable single-column lifting

beds can be expanded to create a large lying

table can be easily lowered for this purpose.

surface. Precisely fitting cushions ensure

Thanks to the precisely fitting upholstery, a

maximum lying comfort and can be easily

stable, comfortable lying surface is created.

stowed away when they are not needed.

Layouts: VAN I 550 MD, 600 MG, 650 MEG,

Layouts: VAN I 650 MEG, L!VE I 650 MEG,

L!VE I 650 MEG, 700 MEG, SUN I 700 LEG, 700 LX,

700 MEG, SUN I 700 LEG, 900 LEG

900 LEG, 900 LX

KNAUS KITCHEN VARIANTS

DELECTABLE, OUR
KITCHEN VARIANTS
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GALLEY KITCHEN

A kitchen has to withstand a great deal and live up to high standards.
Robust counter tops, quality devices as well as well-thought out
design with short walking distances and a great deal of storage space
are all in every KNAUS kitchen as standard.
Extension for enjoying. Thanks to the separate
refrigerator, this can be especially big. The foldable worktop extension offers additional space for
preparing your favourite dishes.
Layouts: VAN I 600 MG, 650 MEG,
L!VE I 650 MEG
GALLEY KITCHEN VAN I 650 MEG

COMPACT KITCHEN

CORNER KITCHEN SUN I 900 LEG

CORNER KITCHEN

Roomy L-shape. In the corner kitchen,

Efficiently integrated. The compact kitchen is

the galley kitchen is located behind the

located between the body door and driver's ca-

dinette. This means that the sink and

bin. Thanks to the extra deep sink and the refri-

the stove can be placed in the corner.

gerator that is integrated into the galley kitchen,

This ensures a lot of work space and

each centimetre is optimally used. Especially

even enough room for a refrigerator.

practical when setting the table: the dinette is
located directly across.

Layouts: L!VE I 700 MEG, SUN I 700 LEG,
LX, 900 LEG, LX

COMPACT KITCHEN VAN I 550 MD

Layouts: VAN I 550 MD

KNAUS BATHROOM VARIANTS

EXPERIENCE OUR
BATHROOM VARIANTS
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COMFORT

360° turn for more comfort. On one side,

BATHROOM

due to the spacious shower cabin. The

the swivel wall ensures great convenience
washbasin is located on the other side of
the wall. This means that you always have
exactly the space you need.
Layouts: VAN I 550 MD, 600 MG, 650 MEG,

Stylish, well-designed and spacious. We place great value on elegant forms, as much
storage space as possible and a pleasing atmosphere.

L!VE I 650 MEG

INTEGRATED

Perfect use of space. In the fixed

BATHROOM

place and arranged so well that every angle

bathroom, everything is in one central
is used perfectly. The spacious shower
cabin is equipped with premium fittings
and there is sufficient storage space in the
cabinets for all your cosmetic products.
Layouts: L!VE I 700 MEG

LEG

Luxury bath and single beds. Due to the

LUXURY BATH

magnetic door lock, the toilet area can be

well-conceived door construction and
separated, or indeed the whole bathroom.
This creates a unique feeling that is
complemented by such luxurious details
as the glass-enclosed shower cabin with
integrated skylight and full mirror cabinet.
Layouts: SUN I 900 LEG

OPEN BATH SUN I 700 LEG

OPEN BATH

OPEN BATH SUN I 700 LEG

Elegant and spacious. The open bath convinces
with its well thought-out concept. The separate
shower cabin is particularly spacious. The door

LX

Luxury bath and queen-sized bed. In

LUXURY BATH

will find a wash basin and mirror cabinet

combination with the queen-sized bed, you

to the washroom and toilet room also serves

at an additional wall located at the foot of

as a separator to the living room. This creates a

the bed. This creates a special and elegant

particularly spacious bathroom if required. The

overall impression. Here as well, a premium

toilet can be swivelled, thereby ensuring ample

glass shower cabin and practical storage

leg room.

areas ensure the highest level of comfort.

Layouts: SUN I 700 LEG, LX

Layouts: SUN I 900 LX
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VAN I HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

These layouts are a really good
catch. For their trip to Scotland,
Marie and Anton have chosen the
600 MG with 680 kilogram loading
option for their equipment.
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596 - 700 cm

220 cm

VAN I 600 MG

VAN I OVERVIEW
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VAN I 650 MEG
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Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg
Maximal payload capacity kg

3
3.500
630 - 800

VAN I LIVING & ENJOYING

Of course, good taste is part of it. That is
true whether it is the stylish interior or the
freshly caught food on the grill that Anton
is preparing. Marie is pleased with both.
VAN I 600 MEG
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Breathtaking
views }

VAN I LIVING & ENJOYING
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1. E
 xcellent GRAMMER seats. Various
adjustment options and active seat
ventilation mean that even long
distances can be taken on with ease.
And all this as standard.
2. R
 otating table. Regardless of how
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much space you need, the table can
flexibly adjust to your requirements.

VAN I 650 MEG

550 MD

Bench

600 MG

Bench with side seat

650 MEG

Bench

VAN I COOKING & DINING

Succulent treats for the
palate from the grill and the
kitchen. Best of all: due to
the extremely stable and easy
to use counter top extension
there is sufficient space for
loads of treats.
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GALLEY KITCHEN VAN I 650 MEG

1

GALLEY KITCHEN VAN I 600 MG

3

COMPACT KITCHEN VAN I 550 MD

top extension
Practic al work operation
with one-h and
1. S
 pacious refrigerator. The
145-litre refrigerator with freezer
compartment provides plenty of

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

space for your supplies.
550 MD

Compact kitchen

600 MG

Galley kitchen

650 MEG

Galley kitchen

More information regarding our
kitchens can be found on
pages 36 – 37.
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2. K
 itchen version 550 MD. Of
course, the kitchenette in VAN I is
also fully equipped.
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VAN I SLEEPING & DREAMING

SINGLE BEDS VAN I 650 MEG
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Too comfortable for sleeping?
Marie really could spend the whole
day in the comfortable lifting bed,
buried in her books with a cup of tea.

SINGLE BEDS VAN I 650 MEG

1

SINGLE BEDS VAN I 650 MEG

2

LIFTING BED VAN I 650 MEG
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1. I deally usable wardrobes. Due to the large
door they are extremely easy to access and
are equipped with practical storage options
as well as a garment rail.
2. E
 xtending single beds. Pull out the roller
slatted frame and add the upholstery. This

BED OVERVIEW
550 MD

  4

600 MG

  5

650 MEG

  4

More information regarding our beds
can be found on pages 34 - 35.

instantly and easily creates a double bed
from the single beds.
3. Q
 uality lifting bed. Due to the EvoPore
mattress and slatted frame, sleeping on these
beds is just as good as the standard beds.
Single beds

Transverse bed

Lifting bed

Guest bed
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VAN I GROOMING & RECOVERING
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A bathroom for a beard.
Those who want to be wellgroomed need a comfort
bathroom. Anton is perfectly
sure about that. The spacious
storage areas mean he can
store everything for a good shave.

1

VAN I 650 MEG

2

VAN I 650 MEG

Comfort bath

1. S
 pacious comfort bathroom.

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

The VAN I offers plenty of freedom
to move and numerous storage
options in its initial state.
2. L arge shower cabin. If the
swivelling wall is moved to the side,

Comfort bath

600 MG

Comfort bath

650 MEG

Comfort bath

More information regarding
our baths can be found on
pages 38 - 39.

then the shower fills the space and
has everything that is necessary.
This means that the mirror,
washbasin, and toilet remain dry.

550 MD

VAN I 650 MEG
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What could be more beautiful?
Than enjoying the comfort of your
own living room with the most
beautiful views of the world outside
after a relaxing bicycle tour?
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L!VE I OVERVIEW

Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes & Caravans

“For the transport of e-bikes & additional
luggage I recommend the new e.hit rear carrier
system. The system offers you unique modularity
for maximum flexibility. More information can be
found on page 103.”
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Layouts
Gross vehicle weight kg
Maximal payload capacity kg

2
3.500
415 - 570

L!VE I LIVING & ENJOYING

More room for fresh ideas. Simone and
Tom feel right at home in the spacious living
area. Due to the numerous windows and
ambient lighting, the interior is simply joyful.
L!VE I 650 MEG
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L!VE I 700 MEG

1. E
 xtendable TV. The optionally
available 24" TV is equipped with a HD
Tuner. It can be retracted behind the
bench while driving or when not in use.
2. D
 arkening of the driver's cabin.
Front and side windows can be shaded

ilable
Optionally ava seats
G R A M M E R extra
provid e
t
seating c omfor

as standard for a restful night's sleep
and more privacy.
3. L -shaped seating group. Optionally,
the living area can be equipped with a
comfortable L-shaped seating group

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

VC
The d urable Pic is
t op t
flooring in yac hlarly noble
particu

including a telescopic single-column
lifting table. The table top can be moved
in all directions and can thus be flexibly
adapted to different usage variants.
L!VE I 650 MEG

650 MEG

Bench with side seat

700 MEG

Bench with side seat

L!VE I COOKING & DINING
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Tasteful creation. Well
thought-out constructions
such as the extra-deep
stainless steel sink, the
easy-care kitchen back
panel and the large
refrigerator with AES
function make cooking
and food preparation a
real pleasure.

g oven and a
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A lso ava ilab ith a volume o f 177 litres
refrigerator w

GALLEY KITCHEN L!VE I 650 MEG

1

GALLEY KITCHEN L!VE I 650 MEG

3

CORNER KITCHEN L!VE I 700 MEG

2

Th anks to the
multi-part c astd
an
iron grid, pots larly
u
pans are particfe here
stable and sa

1. S
 pacious refrigerator. With its 142-litre
volume, the refrigerator offers lots of space
and, thanks to the AES function, you do not
have to manually adjust the energy source.
2. W
 ell-conceived storage space. In the corner

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
650 MEG

Galley kitchen

700 MEG

Corner kitchen

kitchen every centimetre of space is optimally
used for maximum storage space.
3. E
 verything from a single source. The

You can find more information
about our kitchens on pages 36 - 37.

foldable worktop extension provides additional
storage space. Due to their full extension, the
spacious drawers offer easy access.
CORNER KITCHEN L!VE I 700 MEG

L!VE I SLEEPING & DREAMING

SINGLE BEDS L!VE I 650 MEG
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Highest sleeping comfort. Whether in
the single beds located in the rear or in the
spacious lifting bed which can be lowered
especially far: Simone and Tom always sleep
like babies in the L!VE I. This is ensured by the
high-quality EvoPore cold foam mattresses as
well as the cosy wall and ceiling coverings.
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L!VE I 650 MEG

1

SINGLE BEDS L!VE I 700 MEG

2

LIFTING BED L!VE I 650 MEG

3

A gas pressure
spring keeps
the access
automatic ally
op e n

193 x 81 cm

n regard ing
A ll informatio omfort c an
our sleeping c a ges 32-33
be found on p

198 x 81 cm

1. S
 pacious wardrobes. Because of the
large door, they are extremely easy to
access and are equipped with practical
storage options as well as a clothes rail.
2. B
 ed extension. The single beds can

BED OVERVIEW
650 MEG

  4-5  

700 MEG

  4-5  

You can find more information about
our beds on pages 34 - 35.

optionally be converted into an even
more spacious lying surface in no time at
all by means of precisely fitting cushions
and slatted frames.
3. F
 ull-fledged lifting bed. With a slatted
Single beds

Lifting bed

Guest bed

frame and high-quality EvoPore HRC
mattress, the 195 x 150 cm lifting bed
offers the best conditions for a restful night.
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L!VE I GROOMING & RECOVERING
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Refreshing. Having one’s
own bathroom during
travelling is a true comfort.
Being able to take it along
wherever you go, a true
luxury. In particular, when it is
as well-equipped as it is here.

1

INTEGRATED BATHROOM L!VE I 700 MEG

1

INTEGRATED BATHROOM L!VE I 700 MEG

Comfort bathroom

2

COMFORT BATHROOM L!VE I 650 MEG

1. P
 ermanent fixed bath. The highIntegrated bathroom

quality acrylic glass shower cabin
offers a lot of space to move.
Thanks to numerous shelves,
there are enough possibilities to

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

store all of your cosmetic articles.
2. C
 omfort bath variant. The

h ave either
u
o
y
,
ll
a
w
l
e
swiv
in
Th anks to the m or a spacious shower c ab
a full washroo

innovative swivel wall ensures
that you always have exactly the
space you need. The space saved
will benefit the living room size.

COMFORT BATHROOM L!VE I 650 MEG

650 MEG

Comfort bathroom

700 MEG

Integrated
bathroom

You can find more information
about our bathrooms on
pages 38 - 39.
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THE EXCLUSIVE
2-AXLE
IT IS #NUMBER 1, BECAUSE IT ...
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SUN I (2-AXLE) HIGHLIGHTS & VARIANTS

Two travellers, two axles, four
layouts. A combination that
delights both Marie and Anton.
They chose the 700 LX for their
trip through French vineyards.
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294 cm

SUN I 700 LEG

SUN I 700 LX

74 4 cm

234 cm

My tip
Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes & Caravans

“Give yourself a little more luxury! On the
EvoPore HRC mattresses with WaterGel layer
(optional) you sleep like on cloud nine and also
offer your back a spa treatment.”
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SUN I (2-AXLE) OVERVIEW

4

Layouts

4

2

Gross vehicle weight kg4.000
Maximal payload capacity kg650

SUN I (2-AXLE) LIVING & ENJOYING

Live a life of luxury. In the lounge both Marie
and Anton can really enjoy themselves. With
an interior just as taseful as a drop of vintage
wine, everything is just great.
SUN I 700 LX
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A la c arte enjo

SUN I (2-AXLE) LIVING & ENJOYING

y m e nt }
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1. R
 etractable 32" LED-TV. And thanks to

SUN I 700 LEG

positions
le
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lt
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o
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d
Can be adjuste h seat ventilation. Find
and fitted wit G R A M M E R seats c an
1
out wh at the
d o on p a ge s 2

ten Haaft’s optional Oyster V Sat system
with GPS and inclinometer, you always
have the best reception.
2. P
 ractical USB socket. A USB port is
located above the seating group to make
charging the smartphone particularly easy
and safe. You can safely store your device
in the beautifully designed compartment
integrated into the side wall.
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LOUNGEOVERVIEW

3. K
 NAUS smart CI. The control panel with a
4.3 inch touch screen is intuitive to use and
means you can easily operate the lights in
the entire vehicle, check battery levels, and
control the heating and air-conditioning.

SUN I 700 LEG

700 LEG

L-shaped bench with side seat

700 LX

L-shaped bench with side seat

SUN I (2-AXLE) COOKING & DINING
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Kitchen fun with high
gloss. When rinsing the
glasses Anton can’t say for
sure what shines the most:
the sink, the glasses, or
Marie’s blue eyes.

upboards
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The so ft-clo d lock o f their own
close gently an o you d on’ t h ave to
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SUN I 700 LEG

1

SUN I 700 LEG

rear
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wall o f the kit and
is attractive an
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1. S
 pacious drawers. GRASS fullextension slides with soft-close

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
700 LEG

Corner kitchen

700 LX

Corner kitchen

More information regarding
our kitchens can be found on
pages 36 – 37.

function and metal push locks
are a sign of exceptional quality.

a baking
A s an option, stalled
oven c an be in n enjoy
so th at you c a and more
pizz a, lasa gne

2. L arge refrigerator. Naturally,
a 145-litre refrigerator is also on
board so that all your suppliers
have their place.

SUN I 700 LEG

2

SUN I (2-AXLE) SLEEPING & DREAMING
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Sleep blissfully and wake up relaxed.
Anton whispers “Je t’aime” and Marie
is not quite sure if he meant her or the
comfortable mattress instead. However,
both would be understandable.

1. E
 legant illuminated canopy. Enjoy a quiet night
in an extremely luxurious atmosphere along with a
unique lighting ambience.
2. C
 omfortable lift bed. Due to the slatted frame and
the same mattress, it’s no different to the fixed beds.

a ge 33
Find out on p sleep
why you will the
splend id ly on resses
Evo Pore matt

197 x 80 cm

QUEEN-SIZED BED SUN I 700 LX

1

LIFTING BED SUN I 700 LEG

2

203 x 80 cm

BED OVERVIEW
700 LEG

  4

700 LX

  4

More information regarding our
beds can be found on pages 34 – 35.

Single beds

Queen-sized bed

Lifting bed

SINGLE BEDS SUN I 700 LEG
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SUN I (2-AXLE) GROOMING & RECOVERING
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Both couldn’t wish for
a larger bathroom. The
open bath impresses with a
separate porcelain toilet and
generously-proportioned glass
shower cabin. Très chic!

1

SUN I 700 LEG

2

SUN I 700 LEG

in the
The sid e wall be
open bath c an efore
retracted, thermore
creating even
space to move

1

ts,
Elegant, no joinan
and easy to cle

Open bath

SUN I 700 LEG

1. R
 etractable wall. If you would like
to use the bath and enjoy some
privacy as your partner is showering
or in bed, then it is possible to

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

enlarge it due to the retractable wall.
2. S
 pacious shower. Featuring plenty
of shelves and a large, optional

Closes almost
silently: our lock
ma gnetic d oor

700 LEG

Open bath

700 LX

Open bath

More information regarding our
baths can be found on
pages 38 – 39.

skylight. This means everything is
pleasantly light during showering
and then quickly dry again.
SUN I 700 LEG
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Always on the move, our luxury
model. To be precise, it’s on 3 axles.
More than anything, Marie and Anton
are looking forward to the wide single
beds in the 900 LEG during their
skiing holiday in St. Moritz.

SUN I 900 LEG

om
Unique bathro

layout

294 cm

SUN I 900 LX
882 cm
234 cm

My tip
Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes & Caravans

“Luxury amenities in terms of entertainment.
In addition to the large 32" TV set with HD tuner,
the TV package also includes the Oyster V Premium
satellite complete system with GPS and tilt sensor
for even better reception and quick orientation, as
well as pre-cabling for 2 additional TV sets.”
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G ross vehicle weight kg5.000
Maximal payload capacity kg900

SUN I (3-AXLE) LIVING & ENJOYING

Exclusive cabin feeling. Is there anything
better than warming up with a hot
chocolate? Of course, if you’re also sitting
in a SUN I and casting your mind back to
the day’s adventures on the piste.
SUN I 900 LEG
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Ma inta in
memories }

1

SUN I 900 LEG

2

SUN I (3-AXLE) LIVING & ENJOYING

SUN I 900 LEG
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SUN I 900 LEG
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eaning you
extend ed - m actly the
always h ave ex ire
space you requ

1. R
 etractable 32" LED-TV. The full-HD television
is electrically brought up from its storage
space at the touch of a button. For great
entertainment and exceptional ease of use.
2. Multi-functional. Broad passage or longer side
bench? The armrest can adapt to your wishes.
3. IInnovative

KNAUS smart CI system.
As well as controlling the lights, monitoring

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

the battery, and many other functions, the

e KNA US
h
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in
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ation
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Further inform CI c an be found on pa ge 2
sm a r t

air-conditioning can be split into 2 zones if

900 LEG

L-shaped bench with side seat

correspondingly equipped in the SUN I as a

900 LX

L-shaped bench with side seat

particular highlight.
SUN I 900 LEG

SUN I (3-AXLE) COOKING & DINING

A kitchen to melt into.
So refined and of such
high quality, only Anton’s
fondue is softer. Both can
find everything they need to
magic up first-class dishes.
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ter top is
The H PL c ounh-resistant
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SUN I 900 LEG

1

SUN I 900 LEG

3

SUN I 900 LEG

1. A
 dditional storage space. The unique
storage compartment in the double
floor is not just spacious, it is also useful
in electrical terms so that you can
reach your vegetables more readily.

KITCHEN OVERVIEW
900 LEG

Corner kitchen

900 LX

Corner kitchen

2. H
 uge 177 liter refrigerator. So much
space for treats and thanks to double

More information regarding
our kitchens can be found on
pages 36 – 37.

SUN I 900 LEG

Everyth ing h ase
its place d u
l
to the optiona s
n
d rawer partitio

stop the door can be opened easily in
both directions.
3. S
 oft-close drawers. The quality fullextension slides from GRASS satisfy
the most rigorous demands.

2

SUN I (3-AXLE) SLEEPING & DREAMING
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Layers of snow outside, duvets inside.
Resting on the quality EvoPore mattresses
is so comfortable, that Marie and Anton
could simply watch the snowflakes dance
down all day long.
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1. C
 eiling-high wardrobe. So that none of
your favourite pieces have to stay at home.
2. C
 omfortable lifting bed. The lifting bed
also features an EvoPore mattress and a full
slatted frame for an excellent night’s sleep.
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  4

900 LX

  4

More information regarding our beds
can be found on pages 34 - 35.
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SUN I (3-AXLE) GROOMING & RECOVERING

ty
Stringent qu aliare
requ irements
also noticeable
with the glass
shower c ab in

Welcome to the beauty salon.
A touch of sunscreen on the
nose, then Anton is ready, with
the luxury bathroom, to shine
like the sun.

1

LEG LUXURY BATHROOM

2
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LEG LUXURY BATHROOM

LEG Luxury Bath

3

LX LUXURY BATHROOM

1. V
 ariable luxury bathroom. The door does
not just close the toilet area to the passage,
but also closes the entire bathroom to the
living area. Greater privacy or mobility,

a sm a r t
R ear wall h as ish for a
stone fin
osphere
luxurious atm

LX Luxury Bath

whatever you prefer.
BATHROOM OVERVIEW

2. P
 ractical heater. So that your hand towels
have their place and are still dried out.
3. G
 reater Mobility. If the door is closed to
the passage then the result is a particularly

900 LEG

LEG Luxury Bath

900 LX

LX Luxury Bath

More information regarding our
baths can be found on
pages 38 - 39.

spacious bathroom that leaves nothing to
be desired and also gives you maximum
freedom of movement.
LEG LUXURY BATH

KNAUS UPHOLSTERY & COZY HOME-PACKAGES

STYLISH UPHOLSTERY
& FABRICS
Design the interior of your motorhome individually with one of our
many upholstery and fabric variants. Our COZY HOME packages
provide special colour accents and even more cosiness.

10.0.85090Hohenstein

VAN I UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

L!VE I UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

NEW

MATUKO

FINE SQUARE

ENERGY

ACTIVE ROCK 1

ACTIVE ROYAL 1

LAS VEGAS 2

DARK COFFEE

SUN I UPHOLSTERY VARIANTS

INDIAN SUMMER

BLUE MARINE

ENERGY

INDIAN SUMMER

MODERN CREAM

ACTIVE ROCK 1

ACTIVE ROYAL 1

LAS VEGAS 2

ECRU

LAS VEGAS 2

2
1

FABRIC OPTIONS

COZY HOME-PACKAGES

Standard fabrics all convince with durable

ACTIVE LINE fabrics are extremely easy to clean.

materials and an attractive design that matches

Liquids do not seep in immediately and most stains can

the respective furniture decor.

be removed with a damp cloth.

+ Antiallergic, breathable & skin-friendly

+ Antibacterial

+ Tested for high colour fastness

+ Lotus blossom effect

+ Durable and easy to clean

+ Breathable

Series options

1

ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)

2

Enhance your motorhome with a COZY HOME package.
From fresh to classic, there is something for every taste.
Each package contains two large (60 x 40 cm) and two
small (40 x 40 cm) pillows with feather filling, as well as a
matching table runner and two soft blankets.

+W
 ater &

3

4
5

oil repellent
1. MAGNOLIA
2. EARTH
3. AVOCADO

+ Care protection

Genuine leather (at extra cost)

Style of upholstery depends on series.

4. STONE
5. PEACH
6. AQUA

6
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KNAUS DEALER NETWORK & AWARDS

KNAUS IS
INTERNATIONAL ...
More than 300 brand partners in over 25 countries
worldwide. This huge dealer network contributes to high
customer satisfaction. Use the layout finder on knaus.com
to find your favourite model near you.

ion c an be
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d e a le r.kn a u s.c
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... AND
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China

found at

NNAAR

Kampeerauto
van het jaar
Half-integraal
Knaus Van Ti Plus 650 MEG

Japan

Iceland

Australia

Finland
Taiwan
Norway

A nd i

n

Sweden
South Korea

SONDERPREIS

GESAMTSIEGER

Denmark

FAMILIENFREUNDLICHSTE
MARKE

Ireland
Great Britain

Netherlands
Belgium

Poland

REISEMOBILE

DES JAHRES

Germany

2019

Czech Republic

2. PLATZ

Knaus Live Traveller
Alkovenmobile bis 50 000 €

Slovakia

France

Switzerland

Austria
Slovenia

2018
3. PLATZ

Knaus Live Traveller
Alkovenmobile bis 50 000 €

ALL AWARDS & PRIZES
Hungary
Romania

Pride and motivation in one : Our
awards motivate us to deliver top
performance time and time again.
Of course, we are happy to share
this with you, our customers.

Bulgaria
Italy

Portugal

REISEMOBILE

DES JAHRES

Spain
Greece

Turkey

A complete chronicle of our
awards can be found at
knaus.com/auszeichnungen

KNAUS OUR BRAND WORLD

FOR OUR FANS

KNAUS FANSHOP
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Fancy a little shopping trip? In our fan shop, you will find a large selection of
items that make travelling even more beautiful. From high-quality women’s and
men’s fashion and fun games to key chains: we have something for everyone.

mein.KNAUS CUSTOMER CLUB
The mein.KNAUS customer club offers you numerous
advantages, such as exclusive activities and great
discounts with our cooperation partners. As a club
member, you get the chance to participate in our annual
customer meet-ups and also receive a club card that gives
you exclusive access to the VIP customer area at our
trade fairs. Twice a year you will also receive our
informative customer magazine INSIDE.
Membership is 100 % free for all
KNAUS customers.
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RENT AND TRAVEL

You would like to buy a leisure vehicle, but wish to test in advance
whether it really suits you? Then the RENT AND TRAVEL service is
just right for you. Search for your favourite layout comfortably
online or in a travel agency. Together with a Germany-wide
network of over 150 rental stations with over 1,650 rental vehicles
and more than 360 partner travel agencies, RENT AND TRAVEL

KNAUS ONLINE

supports you in your decision for the right vehicle. You
Whether it's exciting new products, interactive features or information

KNAUS is also active on the social media channels. In our Schwalbenblog you

can also profit from our large service portfolio,

on factory collection: there's something for everyone to discover on the

will find entertaining travel stories, on Instagram we share fascinating holiday

such as route suggestions and numerous

KNAUS website. Here is a small selection:

pictures with you and on Facebook there are numerous groups with nice

cooperations with camping and parking

travel companions.

sites. Enjoy the practical holiday test!

grundrissfinder.knaus.com
www.knaus.com/messen-termine

schwalbenblog.knaus.com

shop.knaus.com

facebook.knaus.com
youtube.knaus.com
instagram.knaus.com
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Bookable online60 partner travel a gencies
or via our 3
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GA ACTUATION E.HIT INTEGRATED REAR CARRIER
Electrically extending with a sufficiently high load capacity and
combined with a removable trailer hitch, the rear carrier is extremely
practical. The e.hit is ready for the road with just a few actions: two

OUR SUPPLIERS & PARTNERS

pivoting arms extend at the press of a button. Once the accessory
frame with folding LED tail lights is pushed on, a connection is

With the products of our strong and reliable partner companies, every

immediately established between the electrics and the motorhome.

KNAUS motorhome becomes still a little better. We only work with hand-

t b oxes
e.b ox transpor y o f
h a ve a c apac it 0 litres
m o re t h a n 3 0

picked professionals and jointly develop tailor-made solutions
for our leisure vehicles and your travel happiness so that you
can also rely on the highest quality standards.

NEW

NEW
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FRANKANA FREIKO
There are some things that you simply
cannot do without on the camp site.
You can rely on the KNAUS collection by
our partner Frankana Freiko.

FRANKANA FREIKO

STRONG PARTNERS & FEATURES
BWT water filter

PIONEER navigation system

NEW

Our partner for hygienic fresh water supply. The high-performance

The seamlessly integrated Pioneer NavGate EVO navigation and entertainment

filter system from BWT has been specially developed for the

system can be intuitively operated. An integrated DAB+ receiver ensures noise-free

requirements of our leisure vehicles. More information can be

radio reception, and 5,600 parking areas all over Europe are pre-saved for your

found from page 24.

trips. Three years of map updates are included, as well as quick access to the rear

1

2

1. Pot-Set Skipper 8+1
Item no. 51 013

7 - step adjust

camera and voice control via smartphone.
VELOCATE GPS tracker

NEW

Velocate's innovative GPS tracking system ensures optimum theft

TEN HAAFT satellite systems

protection thanks to intuitive app control with silent alarm mode and

Enjoying TV in KNAUS vehicles is even more convenient and user-friendly

a stand-alone mileage of up to 3 months without power connection.

thanks to the optional ten Haaft satellite systems. Depending on the model,

More information can be found on page 19.

the Oyster 60 Premium and Oyster 80 Premium systems offer clear TV

TRUMA supply technology

while travelling. All key data, such as navigation and speed, are

Our partner TRUMA offers supply technology with maximum quality. With the

projected into the driver’s field of vision via a transparent screen.

intelligent Truma iNet system, you can even very conveniently control your

For more details, check out page 29.

air-conditioning and heating systems as well as your gas supply via app.

3. Mugs 4-piece set, blue
Item no. 651/020

4

4 eac h in
the set

5

4. Camping Table Linear 115 WPF
Item no. 51 012
5. Camping Chair Kerry Phantom
anthracite,
Item no. 651/019

NEW

The new head-up display ensures even greater comfort and safety

2. C utlery Set Cosmic, 8-piece
Item no. 51 014

m e nt

reception, technical highlights such as smartphone app control and much more.
PIONEER head-up display

Discover the diverse offers in our
fan shop at shop.knaus.com

6. Footrest Kerry Phantom
anthracite,
Item no. 601/143

3

ir into a
Turns the c h a lounger
c omfortable

Have a look at more great camping
articles at www.frankana.de
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Discover KNAUS diversity on our social media channels!
You can find much more information about KNAUS at www.knaus.com

The information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond to the knowledge at the time of printing (07/2019). We reserve
the right to make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to make technical changes
within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour and texture deviations are also
reserved - even after conclusion of the contract - insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e.g. colour deviations of up to approx. 2.0 dE between paint on sheet
metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some of the illustrations show optional equipment that is available at an extra charge or equipment
features of prototypes/studies that do not conform to the serial status and in some cases will not be available as optional equipment. Colour deviations are print-technically
possible. Therefore, before purchasing a vehicle, please seek comprehensive advice on the current status of the series from an authorised dealer. The decoration shown in the
catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. Please also note the comments in the current price list, in particular on weights, payload options and tolerances. Reprinting,
even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. We reserve the right to change content at our discretion.
Knaus Tabbert GmbH . Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

Item no. R08116415-EN

Your KNAUS dealer is looking
forward to meeting you!

